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:'eke l`xyi ipa zeny dl`e
   Having already listed the names of Yaakov's children when they descended to Mitzrayim in parshas Vayigash, the
commentators wonder why the Torah sees it necessary to repeat them at the beginning of Sefer Shemos.  This is especially
puzzling since our parsha begins with letter vav, a deliberate attempt to connect it with Chumash Bereishis that preceded it,
and is therefore not a stand-alone statement.  Moreover, our parsha lists only Yaakov's children; although their children were
listed by name the first time around, here they are merely included under the general category of '70 people'. How are we to
understand all of this?
    The S'forno explains that of the seventy, only Yaakov's own sons retained their names. It wasn't that their
descendants were legally registered under some sort of alias, but a person's name portrays the essence of a person's soul.
Only the shivtei kah (12 tribes) worked hard to live up to the image their names portrayed.  To this, the Torah testifies that
only these, fully lived up to their names.  The others, didn't quite fully succeed.  They were however somewhat successful.
Indeed, Chazal tell us that the Jewish people were redeemed because, they didn't change - i.e. deviate - from the true
meaning of their names. However, only Yaakov's own sons completely succeeded in living up to their names.
    Should we dare even ignore Chazal's position that a person's name actually defines his essence, a posuk in our
parsha states almost explicitly that this is in fact, true.  After retrieving a baby basket from the Nile river, Pharoah’s daughter
Basya called the child Moshe “because she drew him from the water”.  This is somewhat difficult, for “Moshe” means to draw
others, and according to Basya’s line of reasoning, our great leader should have been more appropriately called “Musha”
(was drawn) or something to that effect.  Why then, did Basya, call him Moshe?  
   Explains the S’forno, that Basya understood and intended something much deeper.  If Moshe was saved by being
drawn from the water, clearly, it was only so that he could draw others and save them too. In other words, the fact that this
child was saved, was no big deal, per se.  It was only the fact that he would save others that defined him as someone
important.  Basya, also understood the significance of a name.
    This is a lesson for the ages.  A person must always assess if he is indeed living up to his name.  While most of us
do not possess the ability to understand the deeper connotations associated with our own names, we must, however,
assess ourselves to see if we are living up to what we are supposed to become.  According to the S’forno, the Jews merited
redemption because they lived up to their names.  As we awaith the final geulah, we should try to emulate them in this way.



“ H a l a c h i c    D i s c u s s i o n “

“PLAYING THE SECULAR NAME GAME”

Chazal emphasize the tremendous merit of the B’nei Yisroel in that they did not give their children Egyptian

sounding names when they lived in Mitzrayim.  The Jews were very particular about this for they knew that this would

ultimately be one of the merits to bring about the geulah.  Indeed, a medrash (Yalkut Gershuni) records that Pharoah

changed Yoched and Miriam’s names to Shifra and Pu’ah in order to take away this merit.

According to the Maharam Shick, giving non-Jewish names is a violation of ‘following the path of the

non-Jews’, even if a Jewish name is given as well.1  The Maharasham also writes that those who adopt non-Jewish

names delay the geulah which we all await.

It is a historical fact, however, that in Talmudic times, many Jews used non-Jewish names (see Gittin 11b) and

many of the Rishonim (Rambam, Ramban, and others) were known to have used secular names in their dealings with

non-Jews. Clearly, their intent was not to appear as non-Jews, and some explain that these names were forced upon

them by the government authorities.

See however, shu”t Maharshdam (Y.D. 199) that one who has a secular name may use it in correspondence

with non-Jews and avoiding doing so only a midas chasidus, and is not required by halacha.  HaRav Moshe Feinstein

further states that using non-Jewish names is not prohibited.  Although he does write that it is to be looked down upon,

certain names that have been adopted by Jewish people throughout the ages may be continued to be used, despite

the fact that their origin might be questionable.  He even recommends naming a baby after a parent who had a secular

name (only) since this gives honor to his parent or grandparent.  Others, however, recommend translating the name to

lashon ha’kodesh, which they advise as well regarding Yiddish names that are no longer commonly used.

In conclusion, while one should certainly give their children Jewish names, one who also gives a secular name

has what to rely on.  This is especially true of names that were ‘adopted’ by Jews throughout the ages, such as

Alexander, Maimon, etc.  It appears that an anglicization of a Jewish name (such as Joshua, Jonathan, Rebecca, etc.)

does not even fall into this category, although one who avoid this as well is commendable.

1. It is said that the Maharam Shick’s father took on the last name Shick when the government officials forced
them to adopt a surname, which he felt was also a violation of this prohibition.  Faced with no other choice, he
adopted the name Shick which is an acronym for ‘sheim Yisroel Kodesh’ (the name of Israel is holy).


